Abstract-In this paper, we propose a compact twisted string actuation system that achieves a high contraction percentage (81%) on two phases: multi string twist and overtwist. This type of system can be used in many robotic applications, such as robotic hands and exoskeletons. The overtwist phase enables the development of more compact actuators based on the twisted string systems. Furthermore, by analyzing the previously developed mathematical models, we found out that a constant radius model should be applied for the overtwisting phase. Moreover, we propose an improvement of an existing model for prediction of the radius of the multi string system after they twist around each other. This model helps to better estimate the bundle diameter which results in a more precise mathematical model for multi string systems. The model was validated by performing experiments with 2, 4, 6 and 8 string systems. Finally, we performed extensive life cycle tests with different loads and contractions to find out the expected life of the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
A twisted string actuation system converts the rotation from a motor's shaft into a linear motion. It offers some advantages over conventional systems, like a rack and pinion, or a lead screw and nut system, such as being lighter, simpler and less expensive. The actuator is also not completely rigid due to the strings elastic behavior. This can make it harder to control but it should be safer to operate around humans, due to the natural compliance of the entire system. Some of the earliest applications of the twisted string systems in robotics was reported by M. Suzuki et. al., where they were used to drive a six-legged robot [1] and also an articulated arm that includes an anthropomorphic robotic hand [2] , [3] . As reported in [3] , actuators of the anthropomorphic hand are placed in the forearm of the system outside the hand itself. The same concept was applied in the DEXMART hand [4] , where several actuators with twisted string systems are placed outside the palm and in a relatively large forearm. While placing the actuators at a remote distance from the driven object is advantageous for some applications, it is not desired in many others. Godler et. al. presented a five fingered robotic hand, that uses 15 twist drives to control the fingers [5] . In this case the actuators are placed in the fingers. To do so and in order to increase the joints motion range with a limited stroke of the twisted string system, the coupling point of the tendon was shifted from the joint at the cost of making the fingers larger.
All above examples demonstrate a common problem in the twisted string systems. That is, twisted string systems suffer from a low contraction to length ratio (the ratio of the actuator stroke to the total string length). If neglecting the dead zone (actuators and coupling zone), this ratio for a lead screw and nut system can reach to almost 100 %, which is the same for a rack and pinion system. Previous works on twisted string systems, [6] - [9] , show a contraction percentage of less than 25%. This is problematic for systems that demand for compactness. For instance, one application of the twisted string system, which was considered by several research teams, is in robotic hands. For this application, it is desirable to develop light weight self-contained hands with all actuators integrated inside the palm.
A. The two phase twisted string system
In this paper, we propose a two phase twisted string concept which could achieve a much higher contraction compared to the previous systems. In this concept, in the first phase of the contraction, multiple strings twist around each other to the maximum possible amount. At the end of this phase, a single twisted string is formed, in which the individual strings cannot twist around each other anymore. Afterwards, in the second phase, the single string twists around itself. We call this stage "overtwisting phase". In this way, we could achieve a significant contraction percentage of 81% which was never reported before. Figure 1 shows the schematic of our proposed twisted string system. It is composed by the actuator, a connection between the actuator shaft and the strings and strings. Similar to the mechanism presented by Popov et. al. [10] , we also used a separator. The role of the separator is to limit the zone where the strings can twist. In this way, beyond the separator there is only linear motion. The zone between the shaft and the separator (Figure 1 ) is called the twisting zone.
In all the above articles, the authors either did not specify the reason for their limited contraction range or mentioned that the tensile strength and fast wearing of the strings are their limiting factor. For instance in [8] , the authors stated that most strings suitable to be used in twisted string can only carry relative small loads. Furthermore, the overtwisting stage was not considered in any of the previous works, while Twisted string system: electric motor, strings, connection between motor shaft and strings and separator. L is twisting zone length, α is the rotational angle of the motor shaft, x is the linear displacement of the strings and S is the distance between the holes of the separator. our proposed system was tested for the overtwisting phase for hundred of cycles and performed a life cycle experiment that demonstrated that the strings can endure overtwisting without a reduction in the strings life (Section IV).
B. Mathematical model
In this article we suggest a mathematical model for controlling the system linear displacement over the whole range of the contraction. Even though previous mathematical models could predict the contraction in the initial twisting zone, none of them could correctly fit our experimental results after 15% of the contraction. In the twisted string system presented in [8] , authors mentioned that their mathematical model provides high correlation with the practical data only up to 15% contraction.
After studying the previous models and our experiments, we performed some corrections to the model presented in [10] , which applies to systems with a separator. First, it was developed an improved theory for prediction of the radius of the multi string system after they twist around each other. Second, we showed that a constant radius model performs significantly better over the variable radius model for the long stroke range. Integrating these two contributions, this paper suggests a mathematical model that can precisely predict the contraction of the system over a large range of contraction.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to test the two phase twisting string system a prototype was built (figure 2). It was used a Micro Metal Gearmotor from Pololu with 100:1 gear ratio, 320 r.p.m. and 0.22 Nm stall torque. The string which was used for this experiment, was a "Potenza Braided Line" from Vega, with a diameter of 0.35 mm, that according to the manufacturer is capable of enduring loads up to 321 N and has a high resistance to wearing. The twisted string actuation system was tested by lifting 2 kg weights with 2, 4, 6 and 8 strings and the linear displacement for each turn of the motor was recorded. The dimensions of the system are shown in the Table I .
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Connection between motor and strings Twisting zone Separator Fig. 2 . Twisted strings actuation system prototype that was used to lift a 2 kg weight. Figure 3 shows the experimental results where the linear displacement is compared against the number of turns of the output shaft. By increasing the number of strings, the diameter of the string bundle also increases. As can be seen in Figure 3 , at the same rotation input, higher displacements are possible with higher number of strings, due to the increase in diameter. Untwisting problems occur because the knots that form after several rounds of overtwisting ( Figure 4 after 60 turns), get stuck in the separator holes when the system is unwinding. In Figure 3 it is possible to observe that by increasing the number of strings, untwisting problems happened at an earlier stage (less number of turns). Table  II shows the amount of contraction achieved by the twisted string system for a different number of strings. It is important to note that in this specific case, the system with 6 strings is the one that allows to achieve the most significant linear displacement, x, and naturally the biggest contraction percentage (81%). Since the twisting zone length is constant, when the system contracts, more strings are inside the twisting zone. Then the total string length is calculated as the sum of the length of the twisting zone with the maximum contraction achieved. The total length of the system can be bigger in the experiment. However, in the calculation of the contraction ratio we only consider the effective length of the system. This is due to the fact that the strings that do not enter the twisting zone have little effect on the behavior of the system, and therefore are not accounted for. 
A. Comparison between different separators and motor shaft connectors
In order to be able to increase the diameter of the string bundle, more strings need to be added. The strings can simply be passed through the two holes system, or more holes need to be added to accommodate all of the strings. To find if there is any difference in behavior due to the number of holes, both solutions were tested, Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows the variation of linear displacements with the rotation of the motor shaft. Results show that the number of holes has no influence on the displacement of the system. However, the systems with 4 and 6 holes had much less untwisting problems than the 2 holes system. seen, overtwisting starts to happen after 20 turns. After 40 turns, overtwist is not evenly distributed over the twisting zone and local overtwists start to happen, which can be seen in 50 turns snapshot. After this stage, the string is not uniform anymore. Such local overtwists move along the strings in the twist zone as can be seen in 60 and 70 turns snapshots. Table III shows the amount of contraction and the number of turns where overtwist began for various number of strings. This is the result of observation during the experiments. The overtwist phase seems to start between 10% and 20% of contraction, which is about the maximum contraction percentage that similar twisted string systems have reported. The results presented in table III demonstrate that the increase in diameter makes the overtwist phase to occur in less turns. Since the length of the twisting zone is constant, and then the volume of the strings inside the twisting zone increases with the additional strings. 
B. Twisting and Overtwisting
C. Maximum Contraction
It is important to understand what limits the maximum contraction in this system. Experiments revealed that what limits the contraction is not how much the system can overtwist, but if that amount of overtwisting is reversible.
In figure 4 the overtwisting is noticeable after 20 turns. After 50 turns it is possible to observe formation of local overwisting zones with larger diameters than the rest of the strings. This may form some knots in the strings that cause problems unwinding, because the large knots get stuck in the separator holes and the only way to untwist the system is by manually help the strings unwind. Figure 7 shows a close snapshot of the system after 70 turns where untwisting is not reversible. We observed that these non reversible knots always happened at the same number of turns. In table IV the contraction of the system reported here is compared with other proposed systems. The length present in table IV is the sum of the length of the twisting zone and the maximum linear displacement for systems with a separator. For systems without a separator the total length of strings is considered. This means that the length of the actuator is not taken into account in this comparison. According to table IV the system proposed clearly outperforms other systems in terms of contraction percentage. The highest contraction percentage was possible with a 6 string system that reached 96 mm of linear displacement in the total length of 119 mm, which corresponds to 81% of contraction, compared to maximum 24% in previous systems. This demonstrates that the overtwisting phase can significantly improve the compactness of such systems. 
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In order to be able to control the tendon based mechanisms with a twisted string system, we need to estimate the contraction of the tendon, based on the position of the rotary actuator's shaft. None of the previously developed models could correctly fit our experimental results. After studying the previous models and according to our experiments, we performed some adjustments to the models. The model presented in [10] , applies to systems with a separator and can predict the system displacement with a good precision for small contractions. However, this model starts to develop increasing errors for larger contraction amounts. In the aforementioned model, despite the existence of a separator, the distance between the holes of the separator was not counted in the formulation. In another research work [5] , in a system that does not contain a separator, researchers considered the offset between the string attachment points in their mathematical model. Inspired by this work, we applied this offset in the mathematical formulation as the distance between the separator holes. Then, we developed an improved theory for prediction of the radius of the multi string system after they twist around each other. Finally, we showed that a constant radius model performs significantly better over the variable radius model for the long stroke range. As it will be shown in the results, the mathematical model presented here, can predict the system displacement for large contraction ratios of up to 81%.
The influence of the force applied was not considered in the prediction of the linear displacement. In [8] , the authors stated that the change load force has very little influence in the mathematical model of the twisted string system. We chose 20, 30 and 50 N loads to test our system, to be able to compare our results with similar works like [11] that used loads up to 31.5 N.
A. Mathematical model for systems with a separator
While the architecture of our system is similar to the system presented in [9] , [10] , we observed that the mathematical model presented in the articles can only predict the contraction up to 15% of the original length. One of the parameters that was not considered in [9] , [10] is S, the distance between the holes in the separator. In [5] , authors considered this distance in their formulation, however their model does not apply for systems with a separator. Figure 8 shows the schematic of the proposed system that includes the S parameter. Here L is the length of the twisting zone, α is the rotation angle of the motor shaft, r is the radius of the string bundle, X is the length of the strings inside the twisting zone and β is helix angle.
When the motor shaft rotates, only X, α and β will increase while the parameters L, r and S remain constant. If the length of the string inside the twisting zone, X, increases with the rotation of the motor shaft, then the linear displacement, x, is equal to the amount of string that enters the twisting zone. The proposed method assumes the same model proposed in [5] , in which the vertex of the triangle that forms angle β is coincident with the centre of the motor, Figure 8 . Therefore, according to [9] , [10] , the following equations can be used to calculate the linear displacement:
It should be noted that when the actuator rotates, the amount of α increases, and in this case S loses its significance over time. However it is quite an important parameter in the beginning, and also it adds an incremental error in each turn.
B. String Bundle Diameter
The second parameter that we studied in the above equation was the radius. Introducing the precise value of r to the mathematical model is very important. The significance of r in the equation increases by each rotation, since r is multiplied by the increasing α. While the radius of a single string in the twisting string system is constant, after twisting around each other, the radius of the entire string bundle is not a simple multiplication of the string radius and the number of strings. Palli et. al. suggested a model for estimating the radius of the string bundle after twisting [7] . In their model (a simplifying hypothesis) some strings contribute to the total axial force: these fibers form the core.
In order to find the actual diameter of the strings, when they are twisted and loaded, the strings were twisted for 5 turns with a 2 kgf load applied. Then we measured the diameter of the string bundle with a digital caliper. Each string was measured in 5 different locations and the average was calculated. The results are presented in table V.
However, the experimental measurements in table V do not match the concept presented in [7] . Therefore a different model is proposed here, where the center core is made of two strings, rather than a single string or an empty space, while any additional pair of strings wraps around the core, meaning that the other string pairs also wrap around the core at an equal distance from the core. In a twisted string system, one string should wrap around another string, so the first two strings that meet each other form the core. Other strings also find their pair milliseconds after the first core is formed, so they should wrap around the first formed core. Figure 9 compares both models. As can be seen, the model proposed in this work, shows a much better correlation with the measured diameter in table V than the model proposed in [7] .
To describe how this format of strings is formed, we should consider the time that each pair of string reaches the core pair. For instance considering the 4 string case, when the second pair approaches the core, the strings try to place themselves around the core and as near as possible to the center. Now, to consider the case of 6 strings, we should first consider a 4 string bundle is already formed and the fifth and sixth string place themselves in a way to be as close as possible to the center (since the twisting force slides them to the center).
It is also important to consider why the strings organize themselves in pairs. We believe the reason for this is that the axial load is unevenly distributed along the string pairs. The two string system, in reality, has only one string, since the two ends of the string are tied to the plastic part that connects the system to the weights. So the load is equal on the pair of strings of the two string system. When more strings are added, they are connected in the same way and because of this, each string in the pairs is equally loaded. However, different pairs may have different loads, because they are manually assembled and the length of each pair can be slightly different. Therefore strings wrap around the center at different times. For example, the pair with the higher axial load, is more stretched and reaches the center sooner and thus it forms the core. Another reason for using only even number of strings is to apply symmetrical loads to the spinning shaft of the motor. In a symmetrical system with an even number of strings that are at the same tension, the lateral forces cancel out each other. However having an odd number of strings in this system, results in application of undesired lateral forces to the motor shaft. 
C. Variable vs. Constant Radius Model
Another part of the mathematical model that we studied was the variable radius model. The model for twisting string systems which is proposed in [8] - [10] presents a variable radius model to improve the correlation between the experimental results and the theory. The variable radius model considers that the radius of the string bundle will increase with twisting, because the length of the twisting zone is constant and the volume of string that enter the twisting zone keeps increasing. So it is logical that with twisting, the radius of the string bundle increases accordingly. In the variable radius model, the radius varies according to the following equation:
Where r 0 is the initial radius of the bundle. In table VI the two models are compared with the experimental results by using the root-mean-square deviation (RMSE). The constant radius model has the smaller RMSE values, thus it is more accurate than the variable radius model. Figure 11 shows the comparison between the experimental results and variable radius model. As can be seen, the variable radius model fails to predict the displacement in the overtwisting phase and can only match the experimental result in the first phase. The reason for this is that in the first phase the increase in the radius is uniformly distributed along the bundle in the twisting zone and when more string enters into the zone, the value of r parameter in figure 8 and thus in equation 2 increases. As can be observed in Figure 4 , on the second phase, overtwisting happens locally in different zones of the string. This means that several knots are formed in different places until the bundle is filled with those knots. Thus when overtwisting happens, the radius of the string bundle stops to increase uniformly along the length of the twisting zone and the variable radius model is no longer valid. Moreover, in the Figure 10 it is possible to see that, in the area where the strings twist when they come out of the separator, the helix angle, β, and the radius, r, remains constant through the entire overtwisting phase. Since this is the place where the two strings actually twist around each other and the radius is constant in this part of the twisting zone, then this may be the reason for the constant radius model to work over the entire range of contraction, even if the radius increases in the rest of the twisting zone. 
IV. LIFE CYCLE
An important aspect of the twisting string system that requires further analysis is the life cycle of the strings. Here, we specifically intend to evaluate the life cycle of this system operating in the over-twist region and compare it to conventional systems (low contraction).
A. Experimental Setup
In the experiments, we study the effect of 2 different factors, namely applied load and the number of shaft rotations per cycle, on string behavior. Three different loads (2, 3 and 5 kgf) were tested using the twisted string system with 2 strings, until the strings break. The cycle consists of twisting the strings for a fixed number of turns (20, 30, 40, 55) and then untwist the strings back to the original position. The 20 turns correspond to the limit where the overtwist phase will begin, and corresponds to the maximum contraction without overtwisting the strings. While the 55 turns are the limit where overtwisting is possible without untwisting problems. The objective is to compare the effect of different loads and the overtwist phase on the life the strings.
The experimental setup consists of a gearmotor, an optical encoder and a motor driver that outputs the shaft position and measures/reports the motor current for system failure detection. A STM32F4 microcontroller is programmed to conduct the cycles. After each cycle a short rest time of a couple of seconds is programmed to reduce the motor temperature. A log file is automatically created with the duration of the test, the number of turns and the current supplied to the motor. Thus, there is a record of the amount of twisting that the strings endured and the exact moment where they broke (by analyzing the current.) Table VII and Figures 12 and 13 show the results of the life cycle test. It should be noted that the contraction endured is only half of the actual contraction the strings actually suffered. For example, in the case of 2 kgf and 30 turns, in one cycle the strings contract from 0 mm at 0 turns to 27.76 mm at 30 turns, and then they unwind back to 0 turns and 0 mm of contraction. Table VII shows the life cycle of the strings under overtwist.
B. Life Cycle Analysis
As expected, the life of the strings is dependent on the applied load. The maximum contraction endured by the strings is approximately constant for strings under small loads (2 kgf and 3 kgf). However, this implies that the number of cycles decreases with the increase of the number of rotations per cycle. Nevertheless, this means that under moderate loads overtwisting does not accelerate the string failure. As an example, under a 2 kgf force, the overall amount of contraction endured by the string in the experiment with 20 turns per cycle is very close to the experiment with 55 rotations per cycle. However, this means that the number of cycles that the latter system can undergo is smaller than the former. Under heavier loads such as 50 N the overtwist phase seems to decrease the life of the strings, as can be observed in table VII.
The life cycle of the strings depends on several factors, such as the amount of load, the experimental setup, number of strings, number of cycles, type of the strings, etc. This is still an open problem for the twisted string system which should be further analyzed and addressed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we presented a two phase twisting string system that offers a contraction percentage of up to 81%, which is significantly higher than all previously studied systems. Furthermore, we adapted the existing mathematical model for the twisted string systems to form a mathematical model for the overtwisting case. This model is able to predict the linear displacement of the system for the entire range of contraction. We also presented a model for accurate prediction of the string bundle diameter for multi string systems that is essential for precise prediction of the system displacement. In addition, we showed that in the mathematical model for the overtwist case, a constant radius theory should be used instead of the variable radius theory. Finally a life cycle test was performed for 3 different loads. For each load 4 different rotation numbers per cycle were experimented. Results showed that the life of the string is highly dependent to the applied load. For smaller loads, the overall system displacement before the string failure is almost constant for all different number of rotations per cycle. Also results show that for the higher loads, overtwisting accelerated the strings failure.
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